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In 2013/2014, a collaborative non-target screening trial was organised by the NORMAN
Association of environmental monitoring laboratories, in response to the request from members
to harmonize and provide guidance on non-target screening in Europe. A total of 18 institutes
from 12 European countries analysed an extract of the same water sample collected from the
River Danube with either one or both of liquid and gas chromatography (LC, GC) coupled with
mass spectrometric (MS) detection; the latter mostly with low resolution methods. The LCMS(/MS) results revealed interesting trends on the use of high resolution screening techniques
applying target, suspect and non-target workflows to identify substances in environmental
samples. A total of 625 target results were reported (347 unique compounds). For suspects
and non-targets, 631 tentatively-identified substances were reported, 553 with a defined
structure (the remaining as substance class or undefined isomer). In total 649 unique
compounds were reported as target, suspect or non-targets, while carbamazepine and atrazine
were reported most frequently. For the GC-MS, 64 target results were reported for 55
compounds; a further 295 results were reported as library matches (255 unique compounds in
total). Of the 858 unique compounds overall, 46 were reported in both LC and GC,
approximately 5.4 %. Specific examples highlight major challenges such as isobaric, co-eluting
substances and dependence on target and suspect lists (e.g. terbutylazine, sebutylazine,
simazine and transformation products), formula assignment (surfactants), the use of retention
information and the confidence of identification. Approaches and methods applicable to unit
resolution data also show especially what data analysis features are not yet (sufficiently)
established for LC-MS-based techniques. While most substances were identified using high
resolution data with target and suspect screening approaches, some participants proposed
tentative non-target identifications, some of which could be revised using evidence from results
reported by other participants. This comprehensive dataset revealed that non-target analytical
techniques are already considerably harmonized between the participants, but the data
processing remains time-consuming. Although the dream of a “fully-automated identification
workflow” remains elusive in the short-term, important steps in this direction have been taken,
exemplified in the growing popularity of suspect screening approaches. Major recommendations
arising from this trial to improve non-target screening include better integration and connection
of desired features into software packages, the exchange of target and suspect lists and the
contribution of more spectra from standard substances into (openly accessible) databases.
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